Methodology of Teaching English
Item Text

Option Text 1

Option Text 2

Option Text 3

Option Text 4

An analytical & terminological study of
sentences is called as
At senior stage correction work should also
involve an element of
Aural-oral approach is the corner stone of
Content cum methodology enables the
student to

Composition

Grammar

Evaluation

Structure

Appreciation

Surprise

Control

Supervision

Grammar Translation
comprehend the
relation between
content & methodology.
Formal Grammar

Dr. West New
understand the
curriculum & syllabus of
the subject.
Functional Grammar

Direct
analyze the content of
the subject

Structural Approach
All of the above

TransformationalGenerative Grammar

Structural Grammar

Poetry

Prose

Composition

Grammar
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2750

link graphic signals to
proper sounds
Traditional

express himself and
communicate ideas
Reference

express themselves
through speech
Deductive

receive the auditory
signals
Inductive

Preparation

Presentation

Recapitulation

Assignment

Preparation

Presentation

Recapitulation

Assignment

Grammar Translation

Dr. West New

Direct

face vague ideas and
unusual words

helps in increasing
vocabulary

enriches experience of
pupil

Content cum
Methodology
Similes & metaphors are
easy to understand

Descriptive grammar is also known as
Descriptive, story, essay, bibliography, play
are types of
Determining the educational objectives is
the which step in the evaluation process?
Essential English consists of how many
sentence patterns called as structures?
Essential English consists of how many root
words as its vocabulary?
For better reading students should be able
to
Grammar is taught incidentally in which
method?
In teaching of prose introduction is a part
of
In teaching of prose Loud Reading is a part
of
In which method does the mother tongue
dominates?
It is an advantage of teaching Poetry

Methodology of Teaching English
Memorizing lines of poem is a part of
Model Reading is used to develop which
linguistic skill.
Objectives based on Linguistic skills are
given by
Oral Narration is used to develop which
linguistic skill.
Oral presentation is used to develop which
linguistic skill.

Aims
Listening with
Understanding
Shakespeare

Preparation
Speaking

Presentation
Writing

Assignment
Reading

Gatenby

Michael West

Wordsworth

Listening with
Understanding
Listening with
Understanding

Speaking

Writing

Reading

Speaking

Writing

Reading

